IPS COVERS

IPS manufactures a complete range of Gaylord, Drum, and Tie Bar covers for a wide variety of applications.

*IPS Drum Covers* prevent your raw material from becoming contaminated from airborne dirt, dust, and other unwanted debris. IPS drum covers are easy to install and remove and the universal sizing means fewer covers are required to fit a wider variety of drums.

If you don’t see a standard size that meets your needs, we will make one for you, including special sizes for your regrind applications.

Standard Drum Cover Sizes include: DC 1 Single wand opening and DC 2 double wand openings.

Standard wand openings are 2.75” and special openings from 6” - 10” for regrind equipment.

Wand openings in all IPS covers have a zipper so they can be closed when not in use. They also have an elastic sock where the wand is inserted. In addition to the standard sizes shown, we will make special configurations to your precise requirements. We can add larger wand openings for regrind applications, multiple wand openings to your exact specifications. Special covers with no wand openings to protect your material while being stored. Covers are also available to protect finished moldings held in your shipping Gaylords.

Call our sales line to place your order. +91 9540879486 / 86 / 87 or fax it to +91 11 26766373. You can also email www.novanative.com index IPS products helping mold a better future close book